SECRETARY'S REPORT NO. 285

REPORT OF ACTIONS TAKEN AT THE MEETING OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE

The University Senate met in regular session on 1 June at 3:30 p.m. in Saxbe Auditorium, Drinko Hall, President Holbrook presiding.

Administration 26  (Present: 18) (Absent: 7)
Alutto  Branin  Kronmiller  Rogers  Snyder
Anderson A  Brueggemeier  Lenz  Rosol
Andrews  Freeman, E  McGrath  Royster A
Baeslack  Freeman, R  Meezan  Sanfilippo A
Beck  Herbers  Moser  Shipp
Bell  Holbrook  Roberts  Shkurti

Alternate(s): Adelson, Bornstein, Wallace

Faculty 70  (Present: 39) (Absent: 31)
Abdalkhani  Bullimore  Glaser  Kasten  Mockabee  Tyson
Ahalt  Conlisk  Graf  Krishnamurthy  Morishita  Vaessin
Aubrecht  Current A  Graham  Krivo  Mughan  Vandre
Beatty  D’Ambrosio  Greenberg  Laughlin  Myers  Villard
Biagi  Daniel  Gumbert  Lemberger  Reynolds  Walker
Billman  Davidson  Gunther  Loper  Robinson  Wells
Birckbichler  Donovan  Hererra  Loux  Silverman  West
Blackburn  Ellis  Hinchcliff  Macbeth  Smith  Wilkins
Boettcher A  Firestone  Hogan  Mancl  Solomon  Winer, B
Brantley  Frazer  Horn  Massey, Jr.  Summerhill  Winer, G
Bruce  Gardner  Jenkins  Masters  Tilder
Bruns  Georg  Jones  McKay  Tuovinen

Alternate(s): Cooper, Davis

Graduate Students 10  (Present: 6) (Absent: 3)
Anderson  Calhoun  Crawford  Hodak  Pepper
Bennett  Caron  Digman  Mrozek

Alternate(s):

Professional Students 5  (Present: 3) (Absent: 2)
Back  Basom  Krishna A  Schwieterman  Williams A

Alternate: Mahida, Moser

Undergraduate Students 26  (Present: 17) (Absent: 9)
Benson  Dodovich  King A  Luby  Smith  Yeh A
Brin  Evangelista  Klempay  Marconi  Sprinkle
Capone  Fuquen  Knoepfler A  Reed  Steele
Christobek  Howell  Lawson  Samuels A  Wallace A
Denning  Innes  Leland  Singla  Webb

Alternate(s): Babington, Chi, Evans, Hellman, Johns

Non-Voting Members 7  (Present: 5) (Absent: 2)
Biniker  Fournier  Griffin  Nichols  Pletz  Weston  Zacher

Voting Members  Present: 83 (61.4%)  Non-Voting Members Present: 5  Visitors: 3
Absent: 52
The Senate:

1. Approved Secretary’s Report number 284. A motion was made in support and seconded from the floor. The motion passed unanimously.

2. Heard a proposal from CSA to amend the Code of Student Conduct; it was approved.

3. Heard a proposal from the Government Affairs Committee to revise membership on the committee; it was approved.

4. Heard a proposal from CAA to merge the colleges of Education and Human Ecology; it was approved.

5. Heard a proposal from CAA to abolish the Department of Geological Sciences and to establish the School of Earth Sciences; it was approved.

6. Heard a report from President Holbrook.

7. Received annual reports from the Rules, Diversity, FCBC, GCBC, Research, and Program committees.

8. Heard reports from the chair of the Steering Committee, Tony Mughan; the President of CGS, Barbara Pletz; and the chair-elect of Faculty Council, Allan Silverman.

Respectfully submitted,

Christian Zacher,
Secretary of the University Senate